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CAPTURING THE SYNERGY 
BETWEEN NATURE AND HARDSCAPES 

BY SUSAN TAMULEVICH

PHOTOGRAPHS BY NEIL LANDINO, JR.

Scenic Transition 
Janice Parker Landscape 
Architects’s mission was 
to link an existing property 
through an additional  
piece of land to a nearby 
reservoir, carefully tucking in 
a pool house and graceful 
pergola along the way.  
See Resources.
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Natural Rhythms (clockwise across spread from left) 
Silvery Achillea, Golden Creeping Jenny and golden 
variegated Japanese forest grass Hakonechloa macra 
‘Aureola’ light up plantings of roses and iris, geranium and 
euphorbia beneath the pergola. The millstone fountain is 
approached along gravel paths through formal geometric 
parterre beds. Exuberant nature surrounds the poolhouse. 
‘Limelight’ hydrangea and ‘Gold Thread’ Cypress brighten 
shrubbery leading from the pool. Informal shrubs such as 
the magenta Spirea and pink Viburnum are mixed in the 
clipped box borders. See Resources.
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A SCULPTURE 
GARDEN is a study 
in contrasts. One secret 
to this winning design 
is the careful balance 

between the hardscape and surrounding nature. 
“We wanted it to look like the flower garden was 
trying to escape from the very strong bones of 
the architecture,” says Janice Parker, “with nature 
being irrepressible!” 

Siting new elements—a poolhouse, pergola and 
pool—into the landscape was the main challenge, 
according to Parker. Her major concern was to 
protect the roots of the large trees that anchor 
the property, while “nestling in” the new features 
so it all felt effortless. The property already had a 
good sense of rhythm in the towering shade trees 
and gently rolling lay of the land. “Our job was to 
make the whole landscape dance,” she says.

Elements located by the front of the pool house 
are reduced to an essential bold geometry com-
prised of stone, lawn and gravel, with an elegantly 
minimalistic millstone fountain at the far end of 
the plot. Beside this formal parterre are billowing 
flower borders, and beyond that, a wilderness of 
winding woodland walks.

The poolhouse, a design of M Group, opens on 
the west to a pergola and infinity pool creating 
the effect of endless water as the pool blends into 
the reservoir on the horizon. The owner, a devoted 
gardener, loves native plants. Chartreuse foliage is 
a connecting link in the planting design, which 
features Rhus ‘Tiger Eyes,’ a variety of native 
sumac, and blowsy Deutzia ‘Chardonnay Pearls.’ 
Naturalized meadows lead to the reservoir.

JANICE PARKER
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTS

To see more, visit cottagesgardens.com/2014ctcgidas 


